The House of Commons
facile debater who is obviously speaking, however *well,
merely to bring his name before the public. It tends to
distrust the clever man who tries to score points. It dis-
likes the pontifical type who appears to be instructing
members for their own good. It is a very difficult assembly
to bully, even from the Front Benches, It will accord
little but suspicion to a reputation brought into the
chamber from outside unless its possessor assumes that
he must, ab initioy win the goodwill of members. It
hates the member who uses invective as a speciality; yet
there is nobody so sympathetic to one the intensity of
whose attack is measured by some deeply-felt experience
which lies behind it*
The easy thing, of course, to say of all this is that the
House of Commons is an attractive club, with all the
habits that pertain to this special institution. There is, no
doubt, a real truth in this; men who have to live together
and work together for years on end can hardly, even amid
the modern conditions of party warfare, help developing
between one another the habits of good fellowship; these,
moreover, are important and valuable, because they tend,
within limits, to create the atmosphere necessary to that
art of successful compromise which is of the essence of
parliamentary government If the Government side stood
to the Opposition in the posture of gladiators determined
to draw blood it is clear that debate would be at least
difficult and understanding impossible.
But, in fact, these habits serve another purpose of
immense importance. The impact of a member upon the
House is a very good way (though it is not the only way)
of testing his availability for ministerial position. A man
who is to rule a Department well must have the qualities
which enable Him to be acceptable to the House of Com-
mons. That he is so acceptable does not mean that he will
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